Detailed info Gränsjakten 10-11th August 2019
Assembly
point/arena:

Skågelid gård, Näsinge. Leave the E6 at the North exit to Strömstad, exit
112 (”Blomsholmsmotet”). Follow sign posts towards Näsinge. Distance E6arena: ca 6 km.

Parking:

Adjacent to the arena. Fee 30 kr (or 20 kr for one day).

Punching system:

Sportident. Punch is approved by light and sound signal. Rental cards are
collected at the event expedition. Unreturned rental cards results in a 600 kr
charge (change). Change of card number at the expedition as soon as
possible. Charge: 100 kr (from 8th August.

Merged classes:

D18 and D20, D75 and D80, plus H18 and H20.

Entry fees:

Swedish and Norwegian clubs will be invoiced after the event. 45 days
credit, after which a reminder fee of 75 kr will be charged.
All other clubs should pay in advance into our bank account with Swedbank
in Strömstad: IBAN: SE3480000836839833846232, Swiftadress:
SWEDSESS. Bring the receipt.
Cash (bank notes) payment at the expedition on day 1 is also possible, or
else as agreed with the event treasurer.
Fee for invoices to clubs abroad: 50 kr.

Start:

First regular start day 1 at 14:00 and day 2 at 11:00. NB! Drawn start times
both days, no chase start this year! Late entries start earlier. Recreational
classes, U classes and Inskolning (String-O) can start as they like from
13:30 and 10:30 and two hours onwards. NB! Don't forget to punch at the
start if you have free start.
Stage 1: Distance arena – start, orange/white tape 500 m, all classes.
Stage 2: Distance arena – start, orange/white tape 500 m, all classes.

Overalls:

Can be dropped at the start and will be transported back to the arena.

Bib numbers:

Only on Sunday in classes D21 and H21. Self service at the start.
NB! Please bring safety pins!

Remote finish:

On Saturday you will finish on the West side of the main road. Follow tape
to the arena where your card will be read. Please do not forget to have your
card read!

Map:

The WOC selection race map, mapped in 2015-2016, revised and extended
in 2018-19.
Scale 1:15 000 for D/H 18-D/H21 Sunday.
1:7 500 for D/H45 and older, plus in ÖM 1-8. All other classes 1:10 000.
Ekv. 5 m. Mapper: Goran Olsson

Taped tracks:

Some newly cleared tracks are marked with white tape (mainly for short and
easy courses).

Control
descriptions:
Road passage:

Loose at the start and printed on the map.

Entry on the day:

Is possible at the arena both days in the ÖM, Inskolning and U classes.
Entry is open from 13:00 and 10:00 respectively. Entry fee: 80/150 kr.

Maximum time:

2½ hours day 1, 3 hours day 2. NB! Please register at the expedition
even if you do not finish your course.

Out of bounds:

Private domains day 2 and on the map marked areas. Bee hives at the start
on Saturday, keep the distance. Dogs on the prive domains are on leach.

Terrain description:

Easy courses have some parts with meadows, tracks and roads. Other
courses: Forest land and sparsely populated mountains. Contours: light to
moderate hills, difficultary courses have moderate to steep hills.
Runnability: Mainly good runnability. Mixed forest with some areas with
young trees. Vegitation on the hills consists of sparse fir on rocky ground.
The terrain has been dry as dust up to this week.

Clothing:

Full body cover, according to Swedish Orienteering Federation rules. Will be
checked at the start.

Price giving:

Based on two days and for classes D/H 10 to D/H 21. Price giving cermony
will take place as soon as the full results are available for the class.
Participants in Inskolning, U1 and U2 can collect a price each day
immediately after finish and card readout in the child care (Miniknatet).
No prices will be given in the ÖM classes.

OTHER SERVICE
Water:
Toilets:
Shower:
First aid:
Cafeteria:
StringO (miniknat)
and child minding:
Sport shop:
Route choice
analysis:
Course planner:
Organiser:
Press:
Speaker:
Event treasurer:
Event controller:
Course controller:
Jury:

On Saturday you will cross the main road on your way to the start AND after
you have finished. Guards in place, but be careful! On Sunday you will
follow the road a short bit on your way to the start.

After the finish on the arena and on the longer courses day 2.
Only available on the arena.
Adjacent to the arena.
On the arena.
On the arena. Hamburgers, sausage, sandwiches and coffee bread.
Will be arranged in conjunction to the arena, fee 20 kr. We only accept
children old enough to walk on their own for child minding.
SM-sport
.
Will be available after the event in Livelox, www.livelox.com.

Göran Olsson, +46 705 776 094, Lisa Reichenberg and Frida Johansson.
Rune Sandin, +46 70 334 20 58
Rune Sandin, +46 70 334 20 58
Mats Blom and Gunnar Oleniusson
Bengt Bivrin, +46 708 802 805 (bengt@bivrin.com)
Lars-Åke Winblad, Stångenäs AIS
Inge Josefsson, Stångenäs AIS
Mats Blom, Lars-Åke Winblad and Maths Carlsson.

